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Photo from the Holiday Toolkit. Find it on the Marketing page of the Members-Only-Area (MOA).

Are You the Candidate?
PAT S HERIDAN
INTERIM PRE S IDENT & CEO

Our news has been dominated for the last several weeks by the 2020 presidential election. And while this election may be one of the
most important elections in our lifetimes, I find myself considering a different important election this November. The upcoming
INFRA Board election.
Do you desire to serve our industry at a whole new level? Are you passionate about your fellow members? Do you have specialized
knowledge and expertise that would benefit the greater INFRA Membership? Would you like to join a talented team of co-members
in shaping INFRA’s strategic direction? Then I encourage you to apply to run for INFRA’s Board of Directors!
WH Y S ERVE ON THE INFR A BOARD OF DIREC TORS?

We envision a world in which INFRA Members join forces to lead the food movement, drive our industry, and feed our communities
in support of their individual missions. To support this vision, INFRA’s mission is “strengthening our members through collaboration to
forge a sustainable future” by connecting them to ideas, information, opportunities, proven practices, and each other.
For many past and current Board Members, serving on the INFRA Board is a way to give back to an organization and a community
that has supported them throughout their lives in organic and natural retail. It’s also an invaluable opportunity for personal and
professional development; join a great team of talented good food pioneers who, together with INFRA’s CEO and staff, shape the
strategic direction of the organization and continually find ways to better serve the needs of our cooperative.
WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR ?

A diverse Board is desired to ensure that INFRA members are well represented. We are seeking qualified applicants from all regions
and all store sizes. INFRA encourages people from diverse backgrounds, companies, and experiences to apply. INFRA does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion (creed), gender, gender expression and identity, age, national origin (ancestry),
disability, marital status, sexual orientation, or military status, in any of its activities or operations.
All members with an interest in serving INFRA are encouraged to apply. INFRA is looking for cooperative members from diverse
backgrounds, and with varied skill sets, perspectives, and voices to help INFRA execute on its strategic vision and contribute their
expertise to grow INFRA’s capacity and impact. This year we would like to strengthen our pool of directors who have prior board
experience serving in a leadership capacity. We also welcome candidates who can bring specific expertise, or have a background
and experience in finance, strategy and legal matters. Additionally, skills or expertise in business development and strategic
partnerships are equally desirable.
If you’re interested, please look for a letter coming in early to mid-December from the INFRA Nominating Committee. This letter
will outline the nomination process and timeline, as well as criteria that will be considered during the selection process. I encourage
all qualified candidates to apply or hope that you will refer someone you think would be a qualified candidate. Thank you for being a
valued member of INFRA.
Are you the candidate?

The Board Corner
That we are living in unusual times is becoming somewhat of a cliché; however, it is certainly
true, even while becoming the new normal. Regarding the opportunity to open a new store,
or to expand one’s real estate footprint, we are living in exceptionally good times. For many,
if not most food retailers, the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in increased sales, if not
dramatic double-digit increases, due to the restrictions on the restaurant and café trades,
school closures, and many in the workforce working from home.
All of the above has had a dramatic effect on commercial real estate and most of the effect on
retail commercial has been negative. So, now is the time to identify that second location (or
third or fourth) and begin negotiating an excellent long-term lease.

Now is the Time

In our neck of the woods (or increasingly the lack thereof), most new apartment complexes
have retail as a component of the overall development plan. Today, there are few takers for
these retail spaces. Organic natural food retailers are now in an advantageous position to
expand our essential service to communities around the country. And as INFRA members,
we can lead the way!

TERRY BRE T T
BOARD ME MBE R & OWNER OF
KIMBE R TON WHOLE FOODS

2020 -2021 INFR A B OARD OF DIREC TORS
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Pat Sheridan
INFRA, MN
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HAVE YO U CO N S I D E R E D RU N N I N G FO R TH E I N F R A BOAR D?

INFRA continues to grow, is positioned as a leader in the food movement, and is flexing our aggregated voice on behalf of our members. The
Board of Directors is leading the way by providing leadership, governance, and oversight to our CEO. Join us in setting the direction for the
future by running for the 2021-2022 Board of Directors. If you, or a member of your team, are interested in serving on the INFRA Board,
please watch for information coming to member owners in early to mid-December on how to apply.

Reinvest in Category Management for 2021
JE S S E ROQUE
RE TAIL S ERVICE S AND ME RCHANDI S ING S PECIALI S T

With the end of 2020 fast approaching, it will soon be time to bid farewell to this year full of surprises and change and look to the
future. With the coming of 2021 comes new opportunities to make your category management the best it’s ever been. Now more
than ever it’s crucial to dial it in. 2020 has taught us a lot of lessons, but it also reinforced how vital our role is in keeping our
communities fed as well as our very important place in the food system. Along with that, the ability to be nimble and to be able to
provide for our communities as never before demonstrates how grocers need to stay ahead to stay competitive.
At INFRA, we understand how much time and energy goes into deciding what to carry on your shelves. Once you’ve made your
decisions on what is important to you and your shoppers, priced items accordingly and given everything the appropriate shelf space,
you can’t just walk away. Despite the number of times I have heard and said, “Set it and forget it”, that should not be a tenet of the
grocery industry. But how does a store operator do the non-stop work of category management? When does anyone have the time?
There is always something happening: a fire to put out, a late cashier, a pandemic, competition moving in down the street, and a
freezer going down. And that’s just Tuesday. Unless you have someone on staff who can focus all their energy on managing your
categories, it often just doesn’t get done.
Among the wide range of support INFRA offers, we have tools to help make the category management process a little smoother.
The work has to get done, and we encourage folks to approach it in the way that’s best for their stores. Our category management
calendar is a simple tracking tool that’s easy to use for any store size. It can help you organize the work to put your categories into
perspective and focus on what needs the most attention.
The calendar is divided into quarters so you can focus on just a few months at a time. Included is information on holidays, monthly
themes, grocery and wellness Category Review webinar schedules, and the list of both grocery and wellness categories to manage for
that month. For each month, there’s about 10-12 categories total, which sounds like a lot. And it is! But some of these categories are
very small (like rice cakes) and some are bigger (like nut and seed butters). The idea is that for each month, you spend time on those
specific categories – look at sales, margin, pricing, think about promotions and deals. Do you have items that are not earning their
shelf space? Do you have a lot of redundant items? Are you carrying products that are new and trending? Focusing on one category at
a time will help answer these questions.
Occasionally, you may need to dedicate time to resetting certain sets. We recommend a reset deadline for the following month and
recommend that a couple of months after that you look back and make sure you did all you needed to do. Some months you may end
up discontinuing a few items and nothing more. You may run a sales report and quickly decide that everything is a-okay for many of
the categories you will look at. The beauty of working with a calendar is that you know what is coming up and what you’ve already
looked at. If you can make time to spend 10-60 minutes per category per month, congratulations! By the end of the year, you can
say that you have successfully reviewed every category in the store. Choose a key category per quarter to dig deeper into, and you’re
already on track to get your product mix honed in and successful.
Another way working with a category management calendar is beneficial is that it can save you time when meeting with brokers,
reps, and brands. It’s a service to everyone to be able to focus on what’s important to you at that time. Communicate with your
buyers which categories are on the docket so they can do their part as well; concentrating on specific item movement leads to a
better-informed buying process.
Over time, learning about which categories are your big performers creates a greater understanding of your store and can lead to
greater insights. Understanding product movement leads to informed buying and less clutter in the back. Moving product out that is
only taking up space gives you the ability to bring in new products that your customers need and want. There are no downsides to a
strategic category management regimen, but there are challenges. Hopefully, some of our tools can help.
As we move into the tentative uncertainty of 2021, being confident in your product mix and understanding what items your shoppers
want will be invaluable data to build on. Retailers that spend this time developing their systems are poised for success in the next
year and beyond.
For more insight on all things Category Management, contact Jesse at jroque@infretailers.com or visit the Category Management
page of the MOA to download the Category Mangement Calendar.

Fresh & Food Service Newsletter Goes Live
R ACHEL COME AUX
FRE S H TE AM MANAGE R

INFRA’s Fresh Team has launched a Fresh & Food Service digital newsletter to provide members with additional support in
your Fresh and Food Service departments. The quarterly newsletter includes new items available at KeHE as well as sales and
merchandising tips and tricks. You may also see a friendly produce challenge once in a while as well (think the Chard Challenge)!
The first newsletter was sent out on October 21. If you did not receive the latest email and are interested in doing so in the future,
please reach out to Matt Olson, Fresh Program Manager, at molson@infretailers.com.

• Spring Leek Challenge •
Stay tuned for the Spring Leek Challenge
that will be announced in the Winter Fresh
& Food Service Newsletter. The winner will
receive a free session of Retail Consulting
in Produce! The runner up will receive an
INFRA branded Patagonia backpack and a
couple of INFRA branded Klean Kanteen
water bottles.

Optimized Navigation in the Benchmarking
Tool Makes It Easier to Improve Your Business
MAT T RYAN
RE TAIL S ERVICE S MANAGE R

CoMetrics has updated its Web Reports in a small but mighty way that will make navigating their site and finding useful benchmarks
for your business even easier. Each category of metrics is now displayed in a format where the details are collapsed. Simply click the
wedge or carrot to expand the selection and reveal the details.
Not only does this make navigation easier but it also helps the
user narrow down the question they might have and where
the answer might reside. For example, say you have identified
that your inventory is too high and thought that taking a look
at each department’s totals would be the best place to learn
more. Now, in the collapsed list format, you can see that there
is a dedicated section (Inventory Management by Department)
where you can find how your inventory is divvied up between
your departments and how this compares to your peers.
In addition to this formatting change, there are also some
background changes that make the experience more pleasant
and the loading time faster.
Check them all out at cometrics.com with your login, or reach
out to Matt at mryan@infretailers.com, if you have further questions.

Retail Consulting: Expanding Our Offerings
DREW ALE X ANDE R
REGION MANAGER

“Drew’s work at Cornucopia was a crucial part of our success over the last ten years. He developed a number of systems and
processes that integrated computer technology with the physical, in-store operations to great success. Our dynamic purchasing and
promotional practices, which he developed, have been a huge part of our financial success.” – Jon Lien, Owner, Cornucopia Natural
Foods
One of my greatest pleasures while working at Cornucopia Natural Foods was seeing the business grow from a quaint, little shop to a
full-service, major destination grocery store pulling in natural food connoisseurs from all over Long Island. To achieve the financial
success necessary for multiple expansions, both of our physical space and the internal operations, we needed sound and efficient
systems to drive numerous areas of the business. Leveraging modern technology to minimize labor and maximize profits requires
powerful tools. Properly incorporating these tools into daily operations can oftentimes be the highest hurdle to overcome. The devil
is typically in the details and with no two INFRA stores possessing the same operational logistics, these details require personalized
development.
“Probably the most impactful system that Drew put into place was the ordering process. We tried utilizing a fully automated system,
one in which the computer did all the work, and there were too many issues. We were spending so much time and labor fixing or
preventing the mistakes that we weren’t saving anything in the long run. So, we scrapped it. It was too linear and didn’t account for
real-world nuances. He developed a process which played off of the interplay between ECRS Catapult and Excel to create a “semiautomated” system. The buyers were still in control and could adjust at certain stages of the process, but what would normally
take someone an entire day only took an hour or two. It’s actually pretty amazing how much we are able to minimize our backstock
without running out of anything on the shelf. It also ensures we are always buying each individual item at the lowest possible price
based on various distributors and their promotions.”
– Jon Lien
In joining our Retail Consulting Team, I am happy to be able to offer assistance to stores in the following areas:
Making the Most of The Estimates Process
Submitting estimates for INFRA Deals should be quick, easy, and only the beginning of the process. Designing a system based on
your store’s specific capabilities for generating estimates that reduces labor and increases accuracy is step number one. After that,
these estimates can be utilized as a guide for the purchasing and promotional departments to maximize the success of the INFRA
Flyer and generate the greatest financial return for your store.
POS Management
Store-specific strategy development and implementation on:
•
Pricing & Price Controls
•
Promotional Planning, Execution, and Review
•
Digital Receiving
•
Automated Ordering/Fulfillment
•
Inventory Management (Perpetual Inventory, Loss Prevention)
To learn more about Retail Consulting and to view our complete menu of expanded offerings, please visit the Retail Consulting page
on the MOA or contact Matt Ryan, Retail Services Manager, at mryan@infretailers.com.

Peer Reviews: INFRA Membership at Its Finest
MIKE OHMAN
S ENIOR REGION MANAGE R

Peer Reviews are one of the most powerful and rewarding INFRA activities a member can participate in. In a Peer Review, a small
group of stores get together to review and evaluate a segment of a host store’s business. Peer Reviews are not “turnaround projects”
and are not just for stores that are struggling. They are for stores looking to leverage the strength of their INFRA Membership.
Traditionally, Peer Reviews were conducted on-site at a member host store, but we have recently expanded to facilitating online
virtual reviews. They often begin with a member saying to their Region Manager, “I am looking to sharpen my pencil and I am
interested in hearing from my peers. Can I host a Peer Review?” At that point, the host and the Region Manager would work together
to identify other stores that would participate as reviewers. If it is to be an in-person Peer Review, they would identify similar
stores in their immediate vicinity. If it is to be a virtual review, proximity is not as important and the Region Manager works to find

members who may be strong in a particular discipline, engaged within INFRA programs, and similar in size and sales. In both cases,
members who have a demonstrated history of collaboration are preferred.
Once the host and the participants have been identified, the Region Manager develops a review process, including evaluation
forms and meeting details, whether it be in person or online. The Region Manager will help coordinate the actual review and at
the conclusion, the reviewers will present their findings to the host store. Past Peer Review hosts and participants have spoken
in glowing terms about the experience. While hosting a Peer Review can be an intimidating experience, hosts will attest that the
feedback they get is invaluable and tactfully delivered. Participants will tell you that the process of reviewing another store causes
them to self-evaluate their own stores and that they are receiving as much as they are giving.
Most recently, INFRA hosted a virtual Marketing Peer Review for Natural Health Food Center in Kalamazoo, Michigan with six
reviewers, which were chosen based on the criteria above. Kate Wunderlin, Owner of Natural Health Food Center, shared this with
INFRA and all the reviewers post review: “I want to send out a huge THANK YOU! We appreciate you taking the time to go through
our store and give us such honest feedback. Having been to a Peer Review in the past, I know it isn’t always easy to give constructive
feedback. But it is appreciated. We have so many great ideas to start working on. I’ve scheduled department meetings Friday to go
over feedback and to start making improvements. I haven’t been this excited about my job since before COVID. What a gift! INFRA is
the best!”
I, myself, while I worked for a member store, have been a participant in a Peer Review, been the recipient of one, and, as an INFRA
employee, have facilitated several. They are warm, uplifting, productive, and highly beneficial events which truly represent INFRA’s
Membership at its finest. If you are interested in participating or hosting a Peer Review, contact your Region Manager to learn more.

Sustainability Toolkit: Don’t Miss Out
MADELINE ROS S
RE TAIL MARKE TING LE AD

Climate change is ever-present in the minds of your customers, and their buying habits are changing, choosing where to spend their
money to better support their beliefs around climate. You are already participating in the climate change fight with your product
standards…think Organic and Regenerative Ag…now is the time to tell the story of how the way you choose to operate contributes to
the bigger picture.
While you may have wanted to dig into your store’s sustainability goals, this may have gotten pushed down your priority list,
understandably so! Or maybe your store’s sustainability initiatives are already robust, but you haven’t found the right way to
promote everything you are doing. We understand your need to focus on other things right now which is why we we created the
toolkit “Sustainability: Agriculture, Food Waste and Packaging.”
Each subject area of the toolkit includes foundational information and resources about each topic to ensure you are up to speed,
as well as a communication you can use for your team to teach them the “why this is important to us”. Integrating and placing
sustainability at the forefront of your operations as well as your marketing and communication plan will encourage engagement and
inspire your employees and customers alike.
Also included in the Toolkit:
•
Department Specific Fact Sheets
•
Operational How-Tos
•
INFRA Programs to Support Your Work
•
Blog Content
•
Newsletter Content
•
Social Media Content
•
Signage Ideas
To ensure you have everything you need for your sustainability journey, the toolkits also
include ways in which you can incorporate sustainability efforts into your purchasing practices. Register for the upcoming Marketing
Sharing Series on November 5 at 1pm Central* to walk through how to use the Sustainability Toolkits in totality! View the Toolkit
here and contact Madeline at mross@infretailers.com for more information!
*If you miss this webinar due to newsletter publishing timing, the recording will be available in the MOA.

Four Marketing Campaigns & Opportunities
to Take Advantage of This Season
MEGGIE S MITH
MARKE TING MANAGER , BR ANDING & COMMUNIC ATION S

The purpose of our marketing program is to provide you, INFRA retailers, with clear, consistent, and effective customer messaging.
Our goal is to reduce redundancy and cost to individual stores and allow you to access tools and resources that directly benefit your
marketing and communication efforts. Below is a list of opportunities for you to register for, download, and utilize when creating
your upcoming marketing and promotional plan.
HOLIDAY TOOLKIT

The holidays are upon us and we want to ensure that you have the 2020 Holiday Toolkit to support your store’s holiday planning!
From the stylin’ holiday brochure to a plethora of social media images and copy, plus a suggested timeline and food service order
forms, let us help support your 2020 holiday marketing iniatives.
YOUTHEORY DI S PL AY CONTE S T (JANUARY INFR A DE AL S PROMOTION)

Youtheory is a family-owned, Southern California based company and lifestyle brand. From the beginning, their mission has been
to develop pure and innovative dietary supplements that improve quality of life and inspire wellness in all. During the month of
January, Youtheory is providing marketing collateral to support your monthly promotions as well as hosting a display contest—
awarding the most creative and biggest displays.
EQUAL E XCHANGE ’ S COVID -1 9 RE LIE F FOR FARME RS E VE NT (FE B RUARY INFR A DE AL S PROMOTION)

Farmers all over the world have felt the challenging impact of COVID-19 on their day to day operations, sales, and communities. As
Equal Exchange has developed strong relationships with small farmers over the years, they have made continuous efforts to directly
support those farmer groups in times of need. Upon seeing the challenges farmers are facing with COVID-19, Equal Exchange is
making a $2,000 donation to the ACOPAGRO Cooperative in Juanjui, Peru for COVID-19 relief. During the month of February, Equal
Exchange is providing marketing collateral to support your monthly promotions as well as provide consumer education on the
importance of farmers. Submit your registration by January 8 to participate in the February opportunity.
KEEPING LOVE IN YOUR COMMUNIT Y— S HOP LOC AL WITH NATUR AL FAC TORS (FE B RUARY INFR A DE AL S
PROMOTION)

Natural Factors and their family of products have always supported independent retailers and are pleased to continue their
partnership with INFRA. Like many INFRA stores, Natural Factors remains family-owned. What better time to create a campaign
to help your customers and community support your business? Natural Factors is creating a campaign around the importance of
shopping locally. For the month of February, we are offering a line drive and endcap contest. The contest focus is to create an endcap
around the importance of shopping locally. Stores must sign up with a Natural Factors sales representative. Submit your interest by
January 8 to participate in the February opportunity.
To keep up to date on all things marketing, be sure to subscribe to our Marketing Campaigns & Opportunities monthly newsletter
and keep your eye on the MOA Marketing page to see the latest offerings. If you have additional questions, please reach out to
Meggie at msmith@infretailers.com.

Celebrate
the Season
2 02 0

HOLIDAY TOOLKIT

YOUTHEORY DI S PL AY CONTE S T

EQUAL E XCHANGE ’ S COVID -1 9
RE LIE F FOR FARMERS E VENT

Get To Know Your Fellow INFRA Members
PAT REC TOR , DREW ALE X ANDE R & ME AGAN VAN BE E S T
REGION MANAGERS
HAW THORNE VALLE Y FARM S TORE

On July 30, 1972, a group of pioneering educators, farmers, and
artisans purchased the Curtis Vincent Farm in Harlemville, New
York. This deed was the culmination of a seven-year process
that began in response to experiencing firsthand the immediate
challenges of the loss of small family farms and the threat to
childhood development posed by an increasingly materialistic
and mechanistic prevailing worldview.
The idea was to buy a farm and offer children from urban
centers a hands-on experience of what it means to be stewards
Hawthorne Valley Farm Store in Ghent, NY
of the land. That autumn, the first class of visiting students
from the Rudolf Steiner School in New York City went up to
Harlemville and set to work transforming the main farmhouse into a bunkhouse. The Visiting Students & Summer Camp Program
(VSP) continues to this day.
The year after the “farm school” began, Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School opened its doors to twenty-five students. They joined
forces with the co-workers of Camphill Village Copake to begin a Waldorf school to educate their children and those from the
surrounding area. Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School has steadfastly pursued independence and excellence in education to bring
about the unfolding of the individual’s innate qualities in an age-appropriate way.
Early on it became clear that for this initiative to survive and thrive, the farm would need to become financially self-sustaining.
Becoming a fully diversified biodynamic farm would not only offer the children an authentic agricultural experience but, if
successful, would also possibly counter the loss of small farms and add to the revitalization of the rural economy and regional food
system. With on-farm value-adding and direct marketing of farm products, Hawthorne Valley Farm has indeed become a recognized
leader in the growing biodynamic, organic, and local food movement.
Since then, a Farm Store was started and expanded, they began selling farm-fresh produce via Green Market stands in New York
City and the Waldorf School has undergone numerous expansions. Additionally, the Farmscape Ecology Program and the Center for
Social Research were founded. Most recently, through generous foundation support, they were able to transform the “old farm store”
into the Farm Learning Center and expand their on-farm learning offerings for children and adults of all ages.
Read more about the Hawthorne Valley Farm Store at store.hawthornevalley.org.
HE ALTH Y WAY MARKE T

Crossing over the Oregon Street bridge and heading north a few blocks, you’ll find Healthy Way Market on a prominent corner lot
in Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. Just last year, the store was located a block over in a much smaller storefront. When the opportunity to
move to an 8,000 square foot former grocery store from their cramped original location of under 3,000 square feet popped up in the
summer of 2019, Owner Adam Goettelman jumped at the chance. The bigger store meant doing more: more local foods, more food
service, and more community outreach.
Little did Adam and his team know what awaited them as they hustled to finish remodeling their new space by the first quarter of
2020. After a few minor delays, the grand opening was scheduled on February 21, 2020. Just over three weeks later, the coronavirus
pandemic forced a statewide shutdown and changed what grocery stores everywhere offered. “It’s been really busy and really weird,”
Adam says. “Immediately after tripling in size, we’ve had to take it one day at a time. We’re getting to a fantastic place now and
finding our groove. Between growth and trying to keep people safe and comfortable, it was really something!”
Already well known for their soups, they quickly changed to offering packaged instead of self-serve. In the midst of the shutdown,
their soup program morphed again into a community service. Barely two weeks into the statewide closure, Healthy Way Market
started their Soup Kitchen where they offered free cups of soup to anyone who showed up. People who lost their jobs and folks

shopping for vulnerable family or friends stopped by to pick up some to go. Sometimes folks would just stop to grab a few cups
of soup and other times would stay and shop as well. It was a community-building success! Adam says, “The response has been
absolutely amazing. We had strong relationships with our customers before the move and pandemic, but we’ve seen tremendous
support from our regulars as well as new customers that appreciate our concern for our community and staff.”
With COVID-19 cases now on the rise in their area, Adam and his team are
hustling again to promote their online store as an easy, safe, and efficient
way for their customers to shop. They hope this push will keep both their
staff and community safe. Long-term, Adam plans to get back to building
out the departments in-store. The pandemic paused many projects, so he is
looking forward to polishing things up and adding final touches.
In all the chaos, Adam has never lost sight of his favorite thing about
owning an independent natural foods store. And what is that? “Building
a local economy, creating a community around food, supporting good
agriculture and climate-friendly practices, and adding health and vibrancy
to my community.”
Adam ended our conversation with a nod to INFRA, explaining that their
progress is thanks in part to his membership. “Even though I’ve only been
part of INFRA for a few years, I wouldn’t have been able to achieve the
growth we’ve had in a short amount of time without the resources INFRA
provides. I can’t wait to get back to in-person events. I really miss the
community and learning!”

Healthy Way Market Owner, Adam Goettelman

Read more about Healthy Way Market at healthywaymarket.com.
MAR TINDALE ’ S NATUR AL MARKE T

This year has been one of massive change across all of America. Online ordering, video conference calls, and masks, masks, masks
have become a part of our daily lives. But Martindale’s Natural Market in Springfield, Pennsylvania is no
stranger to changing with the times – they’ve been doing it for over 150 years!

Martindale’s Natural
Market Founder,
Thomas Martindale

Roll back your calendars to 1869… The world was a very different place… Ulysses S. Grant was sworn in as
president on March 4, automobiles had hardly reached their experimental stage, and the first professional
baseball game was played by the Cincinnati Red Stockings and the Great Westerns (also of Cincinnati).
Our familiar industry concepts of “local” and “organic” were barely considered – most foods qualified by
default. Thomas Martindale established the original store in this year and even during that early era, his
passion for outdoorsmanship and natural living informed the
store’s product mix and filled the pages of his numerous literary
accomplishments. As common then as it is today, Martindale’s
changed locations and expanded with its success into the early
20th century.

Even in Thomas’s lifetime, the advent of modern farming and
food processing radically changed the landscape for a grocer. Throughout these years,
Martindale’s was at the forefront of the burgeoning “food consciousness” movement
through the work of Thomas C. Martindale, second generation steward of the store.
Through the mid-century, Martindale’s remained family-owned and dedicated to the
natural foods movement as they expanded to new locations, including the current space
in Springfield, founded in 1971. In 1991, ownership of the last remaining Martindale’s
location passed out of the family. It is still maintained by Dale Reece, Principal, along
with Co-Owners. You can still find Dale overseeing the business and proudly representing
this fine American institution at INFRA events!
Read more about Martindale’s Natural Market at martindalesnutrition.com.

Martindale’s Natural Market Store Front in
Springfield, PA

Fairtrade America Launches “Choose Fairtrade:
Choose the World You Want” Campaign to Raise
Awareness of Fairtrade’s Positive Impacts
PROVIDED BY MARY LINNE LL-S IMMON S , DIREC TOR OF MARKE TING & E X TE RNAL RE L ATION S AT FAIR TR ADE
AMERIC A

Fairtrade America partnered with two INFRA retailers, a café, and acclaimed artists to create murals that
feature the farmers behind the products we enjoy every day. The murals are part of a larger digital campaign
that kicked off in October for Fair Trade Month through which conscientious shoppers had a variety of ways to
voice their choice for Fairtrade and win various Fairtrade prizes.
In honor of October as Fair Trade Month, Fairtrade America launched a campaign to generate broader
awareness for how a simple action, like purchasing a Fairtrade certified product, can be a powerful way to make a difference in the
lives of the almost 2 million farmers and workers participating in Fairtrade across the globe. The ‘Choose Fairtrade: Choose the
World You Want,’ campaign features murals in three major U.S. cities—Denver, Los Angeles, and Nashville—that connect stories of
the people who produce the things we count on every day, such as coffee, cocoa, bananas, tea and more, to the positive impacts of
Fairtrade. The campaign also included online giveaways and Fairtrade resources for consumers. When shoppers see the Fairtrade
America label on a product, it means farmers were fairly compensated and in compliance with gender equality, fair wage, climate
change, and child labor standards. Fairtrade America chose to partner with two INFRA stores (as well as a Fairtrade café) to feature
murals as INFRA retailers have historically shown a commitment to ethical sourcing and purchasing.
The murals were painted by notable, local artists in all three cities. Each mural features a real farmer’s image and a key benefit of
choosing Fairtrade. While consumer awareness and purchase intent of Fairtrade products is increasing in the U.S., this campaign is
intended to educate more Americans about the value of purchasing Fairtrade certified products.
“For generations, art has inspired conversation of issues and hope for change. Fairtrade America is proud to commission murals that
celebrate the men and women who work hard to produce staple goods we enjoy,” said Peg Willingham, Executive Director, Fairtrade
America. “We hope this campaign connects the dots between the choices we have as consumers to purchase Fairtrade certified
products and the differences made in the lives of people who
produce and grow our food, and our planet. Fairtrade envisions
a world in which all producers can enjoy secure and sustainable
livelihoods, fulfill their potential and decide on their future.”

Segundo Alejandro Guerrero Mondragón Mural, by Levi Ponce, located at
the Sunset Boulevard Lassens Natural Foods & Vitamins, Los Angeles.

Lassens, a local institution in Los Angeles known for high
quality, ethically sourced food, now boasts a mural created by
local artist Levi Ponce who honored Fairtrade coffee farmer
Alejandro Guerrero. Alejandro has been a Fairtrade farmer for 27
years and recognizes Fairtrade’s important role in maintaining
a fair price for his coffee beans in critical times. The current
price of coffee has been at a historically low level. In comparison,
Fairtrade coffee offers a higher price when markets are low,
allowing farmers to farm sustainably. Levi’s mural is intended to
build a bridge between farmers and consumers, highlighting the
connection to the workers who grow our food.

The Lassens Los Angeles mural emphasizes Fairtrade’s commitment to fighting poverty. Many farmers and workers around the world
live on less than $2 per day. Fairtrade breaks down the systems that trap producers in cycles of poverty. The Fairtrade Minimum
Price acts as a safety net when prices fall below a sustainable level. Fairtrade producers also earn the additional Fairtrade Premium
to reinvest in the organization or community initiatives.

Oda Lassen founded Lassens Natural Foods & Vitamins in 1971 to provide her community with wholesome, low-processed, and
additive-free foods and supplements. Over 40 years and ten stores later, Oda’s family and the dedicated Lassen’s team continues to
fulfill her original commitment to 100% organic produce and uncomplicated, wholesome, good-for-you products.
The Turnip Truck is Music City’s only full-service, locally owned natural
foods grocer. Local mural artist Tarabella Aversa captured African farmer
Rosine Bekoin’s strength as an independently employed woman. Rosine
owns and operates the cocoa farm she inherited from her mother, an
unusual circumstance in Côte d’Ivoire where men usually run farms. As
secretary of her cooperative’s Women’s Society and a graduate of the
Fairtrade Africa Women’s School of Leadership, Rosine believes women
are central to eliminating poverty in communities. Fairtrade’s local retail
partners donated wall space for the murals because of a shared passion
for ensuring producers are paid fairly for their crops, as well as the other
socioeconomic and environmental benefits of Fairtrade. During Fair Trade
Month, each store offered special promotions on Fairtrade certified goods.
The acclaimed mural artists commissioned to create the murals are all
The Turnip Truck Owner, John Dyke, and mural artist, Tarabella
Aversa, in front of Rosine Bekoin Mural located at the Charlotte committed to cause-based art.
Avenue Turnip Truck, Nashville.

The Nashville mural is themed around Fairtrade’s focus on promoting
gender equality. An estimated 60-80% of the world’s food is produced by women, yet gender inequality remains prevalent in farming
communities worldwide. Fairtrade America tackles unequal power relationships by strengthening women’s and girls’ human,
social, financial, and physical capital. Because the Fairtrade standards require all cooperative members to vote on how to use their
Premium funds, female Fairtrade producers often have a greater voice in their communities. Established in 2001, Turnip Truck offers
the highest quality local and organic foods available. For nearly two decades, founder/owner John Dyke and the team have been
committed to supporting area farmers and producers, in turn nurturing the future of the food supply.
Farming is the single largest employer in the world—two out of every five people farm. Purchasing goods with the Fairtrade America
logo is an easy way to make a difference in the lives of people who grow our food. The Choose Fairtrade: Choose the World You Want
campaign highlights a couple of Fairtrade’s key areas of impact: fighting poverty and promoting gender equality. Fairtrade’s work
also impacts ending child labor, combating climate change, and supporting workers’ rights.
Fairtrade is an alternative approach
to trade based on partnership
instead of exploitation, a partnership
between those who grow our food and
we who consume it. The producers
featured in murals represent millions
of farmers in the Fairtrade system
who receive fair compensation for
their goods and assistance producing
them in compliance with gender
equality, climate change, and child
labor standards. Fairtrade’s unique
Rosine Bekoin Mural by Tarabella Aversa
model includes a Premium fund that
farming cooperatives receive on top of the price of the product. Co-op members vote to determine how the money is spent, typically
on community programs such as access to education or healthcare. In 2019, the Fairtrade Premium paid more than $208M to
Fairtrade farming communities.
To learn more about Fairtrade America, visit their website at choosefairtrade.org or contact Mary at mlinnell-simmons@
fairtradeamerica.org.

Regeneratively Farmed and Certified Biodynamic
Bananas
PROVIDED BY MODUS OPE R ANDI + L ATBIO° S . A .

Did you know the banana “tree” is not actually a tree? The banana plant, which can grow up to 25 feet, is actually the world’s largest
perennial herb!
WHAT IS B I O DYNAM I C?

Biodynamic practices are holistic, ecological, and ethical approaches to farming, gardening, food, and nutrition. Biodynamic
agriculture has been practiced for nearly a century, on every continent on Earth. Biodynamic principles and practices are based on
ancestral wisdom aimed to be a solution for industrial farming through practical suggestions and spiritual insights laid forth in an
agricultural course that was given by Dr. Rudolf Steiner. This methodology has been developed through the collaboration of many
farmers and researchers since the early 1920s, but its roots go back even farther to indigenous practices. Today, the biodynamic
movement encompasses thousands of regenerative gardens, farms, ranches, orchards, and vineyards in a wide variety of climates,
ecological contexts, and economic settings.
Biodynamic farming is an organic farming method that helps us tap into Mother Nature’s natural resources in both the physical
and elemental realms rather than buying expensive off-farm inputs. The focus is on realizing the farm’s natural ecosystem
through beneficial methodologies like composting, biodiversity, utilizing cover crops, generating on-farm fertility, and ultimately
creating carbon-sequestering healthy soil. For instance, on our farms we have noted 38% more organic matter in the soil than
our neighboring organic plantations and approximately 60% more than a conventional one. Also, we incorporate 90% more
animals than organic plantations. Like other organic approaches, biodynamic avoids the use of factory-made fertilizers and
pesticides. But different from any other organic method, biodynamic comes with a powerful guide for making and using natural
soil and photosynthesis enhancing amendments, called Biodynamic Preparations. Biodynamic agriculture encourages Goethean
observation by sensing and listening to the land to develop an intimate relationship with it. Biodynamic seeks to understand the
subtle environmental cues by observing the rhythms and cycles of nature, i.e. the earth, sun, moon, stars, and planets. Biodynamic
farming practices are more resilient to environmental challenges and aim to be more energy efficient.
“We believe biodynamic farming is the platinum standard of the regenerative movement!”
The Demeter Certified Biodynamic banana sector has developed dramatically over the last decade. There is a well-established
marketplace across the EU and Australia, thus it only makes sense to offer these high-quality bananas to the USA. Recently, the
International Biodynamic Federation came together to raise awareness around bananas as a polyculture and envisioned raising the
bar even higher. These are some of the questions they asked of the growers; Can biodynamic principles be realized in a plantation
culture? How do we gain a broader understanding of the banana plant? What does it take to get closer to the biodynamic ideal, the
closed farm organism? What possibilities are there to reduce the plastic load along the entire chain from cultivation to the final
market?
WHAT MAKES REG E N E R ATIVE + B I O DYNAM I C BANANAS D I FFE RE NT?

The diversity of the ecosystem the bananas are thriving in is intercropped with a variety of other species like Pigeon pea, “Anamu”
Guinea henweed, Citronella grass , Monkeypod trees, Teak trees, Mimosa trees, Jacota plum fruits, Papaya, Cassava, Guava,
and Tropical kudzu to name a few. This realizes the plantation as a holistic organism/culture! The diversity of animal life in the
ecosystem is immense; native animals like howler monkeys, falcons, lizards, tropical snakes, possums, bats, and a huge variety of
tropical birds. Plus, we have introduced free range sheep, goats, cattle and chickens.
We have committed to and are implementing 100% plastic-free to reduce the plastic load along the entire chain from cultivation
to the end consumer. Our employees earn steady wages above the local average, plus a part of accruing profits are dedicated to
community projects which focus on child-education, orphanages, and developing future generations of regenerative farmers in the
region. We also focus on housing, healthy food, and educational services for our workers which we treat as our extended family.
“Regenerative Agriculture is a holistic land management practice that leverages the power of photosynthesis in
plants to close the carbon cycle, and build soil health, crop resilience, and nutrient density.”

Latbio° is a coalition of multi-generational regenerative and biodynamic farmers. We believe in educating and empowering the
future generations that are stepping into our shoes, as we have been guided by the wisdom and thought leaders that came before us.
We carry a different ethos and life philosophy, one founded on equality for the producers, processors, exporters plus ultimately the
consumers. We promote healthy food and fair trade with products in which we return to the wisdom and practices of our ancestors
where water, soil, nature, human beings, and the cosmos are aligned to create regenerative agriculture.
The Latbio° Purpose and Mission is to integrate ancestral agriculture into our everyday life. In addition to offering our fresh
bananas, we also supply IQF banana slices and purees for food service and a variety of dehydrated and freeze-dried bulk or packaged
fruits that come directly from our farms. We believe in fair trade practices as a mechanism of supporting the whole food supply
chain. In 2021, Demeter International will be releasing their Social and Cultural Standards. Once completed you can rest assured
that all certified biodynamic products are good for the farmers, farmworkers, you and the planet!
Latbio° is proud to announce its values-aligned west coast distributor Charlie’s Produce, which will service the entire west coast with
goals to expand to the east coast in 2021.
Historically, INFRA has shared long-standing alliances with the Biodynamic Association and Demeter USA in a quest to support the
entire food value proposition by upholding the ethos, quality, and education of the regenerative and biodynamic movement from
seed to shelf. We are deeply grateful for the commitment and assistance of INFRA’s team in continuing to nurture this value-aligned
connection by expanding the retailer’s awareness of our Biodynamic Bananas. With all that we face in today’s world, we truly believe
that positive regenerative and social initiatives like ours will be a rewarding and holistic driving factor for years to come.
Latbio° is not just selling bananas; rather, we are making a strong commitment to the success of INFRA retailers as trusted partners
who are leading the regenerative movement. For retailers interested in working with this program, we plan to offer support through
cross-collaborative marketing and educational initiatives. For example: in-store marketing collateral like POP/POS customized
displays that can be in collaboration with other companies in the Regenerative and Biodynamic CPG and Wine categories. We are
pleased to assist with pre-made social marketing pieces to support brand awareness throughout the year. In addition, our goal is
to spearhead in-store “Regenerative + Biodynamic Days”. As friends of the movement we will be supporting awareness for various
regional, seasonal biodynamic produce such as Mt. Hood Organics, Marian Farms, LaVigne and international suppliers of blueberries
from Chile, mangoes from Ecuador and Brazil, as well as some amazing citrus and avocado farmers that will hopefully be online in
2021.
The regenerative movement and certified biodynamic products have been longing for a cohesive marketing message and we feel our
banana program will spark a lot of interest in Demeter Certified Biodynamic and Regenerative Organic Certified (ROC) products.
After all, bananas are 365 days a year and create massive opportunity for industry and consumer education around these agricultural
practices!
“A truly regenerative agriculture is one in which all the natural resources we use to produce food get renewed in
the process of using them.”
To get involved with Latbio° and their iniatives please contact Kelly Miles, Region Manager, at kmiles@infretailers.com.

SPOOK Y HALLOWE E N FU N AT IN FR A!
I N F R A CAM E TOG E TH E R VIA ZOO M FO R A HALLOWE E N TH E M E D SOC IAL H O U R CO M PLE TE WITH A S P OO K TACU L AR
COSTU M E CO NTEST AN D PLE NT Y O F L AUG H S .

CAN YO U G U ES S WH O WO N B EST D R ES S E D? O R M OST C R E ATIVE? WE C E RTAI N LY DO HAVE A F U N TE AM !

The Kiwa Story Begins as Most Stories Begin,
with a Person and a Calling to Change the World!
PROVIDED BY MAR TIN ACOS TA , CEO AND FOUNDE R OF KIWALIFE

My wife, Natalie, and I started this project a few days after returning from our
honeymoon on May 15th, 2008, with the intention to start something that would
make a difference for the people of Ecuador. Something “we could believe in”.
Together with five employees, all we had was basic machinery to produce
plantain chips and a room full of dreams. In December 2009, we launched Kiwa’s
first package: the Kiwa vegetable chips which are still our best-seller. Today Kiwa
is a global brand of premium vegetable chips. We are proud to work directly with
farmers in eight of Ecuador’s 23 provinces and northern regions of Peru.
All but one of our 10 varieties of vegetables are exclusive to the Kiwa brand. We are the only company in the world that produces
chips made from maqueño (a native plantain), two varieties of native Andean potatoes (the indigenous people ate these same
potatoes 2,000 years ago!), beetroot, white carrots, sweet potatoes, and parsnips. We are proud to have saved the native Andean
potato from extinction and we continue to partner with our farmers to grow this unique and antioxidant-rich variety in the
highlands of Ecuador.
Since Kiwa’s official launch, we have focused heavily on refining the process. Our goal was to make a 100% natural product with
clean production, non-GMO raw materials, socially responsible farming, and sustainability. We wanted our vegetable chips to be
worthy of people who shared our values. All of our products are certified non-GMO and gluten-free.
We have perfected a proprietary process using artisanal methods to kettle cook the beautifully golden, crispy chips we make. Being
9,000 feet above sea level gives us a huge advantage. Higher altitude means less humidity, eliminating moisture. This doubles the
shelf life to 12 months compared to competitors. Finally, and most importantly, is the taste, which inspired us to adopt “exotic joy”
as our tagline— that heady place where one experiences something wholly wonderful and unforgettable.
In addition to our 10 varieties of chips, we’ve sized packages to fit taste experiences for airplanes, vending machines, single serves,
multi-serves, and club stores. We will soon launch two new brands: KIWA kids and Kiwa life, expanding our line to include glutenfree and grain-free tortilla chips and dehydrated fruits.
Kiwa’s mission is to connect small farmers to global markets. We provide small farmers with predetermined and fair prices,
technical support, high-quality seeds, and continuous training to help them increase their yield and diversify crops. In 2016,
we began offering direct financing to help farmers grow their businesses. From this, farmers have become more innovative and
make more profit, which leads to greater opportunities for their children to gain an education, eat a healthier diet, and be more
employable.
Kiwa so firmly believes that direct trade benefits the farmer and the quality of the end product that we created direct trade, a
certification process to award companies that adopt the socially responsible business model with rural communities. We live this
mission every day and those values are present in every bag of chips we produce. We are committed to sustainable and regenerative
agriculture, reduction of food waste, and recyclable packaging options.
Our vision at Kiwa is to positively impact villages where we farm and the communities where our products live. Some would call this
a value chain; we call it the sum of life’s many circles. We are driven to make a vibrantly delicious, premium product that brings the
greatest value to people around the world. To do this, we will continue connecting small farmers directly with global markets for a
shared-value philosophy that is socially responsible, sustainable, and delightfully enjoyed.
For more information about Kiwa and their mission, visit kiwalife.com.

Spark Your Day Meetup with INFRA & NCG
at New Hope’s Spark Change!
ERIC A SCHULTE KING
DIREC TOR OF MARKE TING AND COMMUNIC ATION S

During the Spark Your Day Meetup with INFRA and NCG in September, I met some really interesting and inspiring people during
the smaller breakout group time. A couple of those people represent brands I know well, have an established voice in the industry,
and qualify to promote with INFRA. Others were new to me, are just breaking into the industry, and don’t currently qualify for
any INFRA programs. That being said, sometimes those just starting to dip their toes in the water have the most moving stories of
perseverance and resilience and deserve some time in front of the audience they are so hoping to convince. So, in this emotional,
“I love what I get to do every day” moment, I offered all the brands in my breakout group some space in this newsletter to tell their
stories directly to you.
The copy below was written by each of the brands that took me up on my offer to give you insight into their sustainability practices
and their efforts to be cognizant of their environmental impact and their paths forward. Without further ado, I give the floor to my
peers in Breakout Group 3…
TEECCINO HERBAL COFFE E S AND TE A S
PROVIDED BY GALEN MACDOUGALL , VICE PRE S IDE NT OF SALE S

As you may know, INFRA has been a key partner for us since its inception and I’m always
looking for new ways to inform your wonderful member stores about Teeccino.
Regarding social and environmental actions we are taking as a company (among other
things), I’ll reiterate how we bring attention to key
organizations we see doing good in the world and
want more consumers to be aware of. One way we do this is by featuring NGOs on the inside lid
of our tea boxes. You can see in the photo our blurb on Kiss the Ground which is a wonderful
organization (well-rooted in our industry) bringing attention to the benefits (necessity?) of
organic, regenerative agricultural practices in place of the conventional “big-ag” norm. I highly
encourage you to research and/or spread the word about their recent documentary which just
came out. It’s great and does a good job communicating the urgency (and positive promise) of
converting to more sustainable means of commercial farming.
Our newest addition to the lid of our tea bag boxes is Greenaction, a grassroots organization led by
leaders from frontline communities impacted by pollution and environmental racism. Greenaction
mobilizes community power to change government and industry policies and practices to advance
environmental, social, economic, and climate justice.
Teeccino is currently launching nine new wellness teas with KeHE and UNFI in Q1 2021, including six Mushroom Adaptogen blends
and three Prebiotic Superboost blends, all about adapting to stress, building immunity, and supporting gut health. This expansion
gives us even more boxes with which to spread the word about these organizations doing good for our society and planet.
Thanks for all you do at INFRA and to your many member stores. Keep up the great work! To learn more, visit our website at
teeccino.com and find us on Facebook and Instagram (@teeccino).
AMORE CONGE L ATO
PROVIDED BY THERE A SA BL ACK , CEO

Amore Congelato is an up-and-coming oat milk gelato company that sweetens their plant-based treats using dates, coconut sugar,
and agave nectar instead of cane sugar. The founder, Thereasa Black, is a Naval officer that traded in
driving aircraft carriers to keep a promise to her toddler that she would never deploy away from her
again. Thereasa left for a 13+ month deployment with a one-year-old who had only eaten desserts on
her birthday and returned to a three-year-old obsessed with ice cream. She couldn’t stand the idea of
her daughter eating, what she believed to be, sugar-flavored scoops of frozen dessert, so she created a frozen confection of her own.
Instead of adding cane sugar, Thereasa used fruit-based sweeteners to create a uniquely delicious flavor.

After a few months of running her gelato shop, Thereasa had the same request again and again, please make dairy-free gelato, so
she did. After some research, she learned that oat milk was the most sustainable and environmentally friendly plant-based milk and
chose that as her base. She decided to keep the environmentally-friendly theme and selected packaging that was not plastic like most
of the other gelatos on the market.
Thereasa has long fought against social injustice. She did it as a defense attorney with Law Students in Court, as an Orleans Public
Defender intern, and she continues to do it through her gelato containers. Each flavor has a unique fact about social injustice. She
hopes that these facts will unite people to stand up against these injustices and demand change.
Amore Congelato is breaking into the retail space on the east coast and has changed its name to Bon AppéSweet. While the founder
doesn’t believe that the brand will change consumer health habits, start a justice for all revolution, and save our environment
overnight, she hopes that every day will bring us one step closer to achieving these goals.
To learn more about Amore Congelato, visit our website at amorecongelato.com and find us on Facebook (@amoregelatofrozenlove)
and Instagram (@amore_congelato).
DAI YA FOODS
DEBR A MACKE Y, E A S TE RN NATUR AL SALE S MANAGE R

At Daiya, we believe that delicious plant-based eating will change our world. We lead the way
forward to earn our place on daily menus with plant-based nutrition that delivers delightful
flavor. To ensure that everyone can gather around the table—food-allergic, flexitarian, vegan, and
everyone in-between—sharing meals made with respect for the planet, a commitment to quality,
and a love for every bite.
Today, people expect more of businesses than ever before. They expect businesses to do better. It is not just about the products
and services they offer, but how these affect society and the planet. By creating plant-based products, we know that we are already
significantly minimizing our water usage and carbon footprint to contribute positively to the environment, but we can do better. We
believe that we can use our brand to bring positive change to economic, social, and environmental impact.
Daiya is committed to building programs, education, and communication tools to achieve our Purpose: Pioneer Plant-Based
Breakthroughs that Delight People & Planet.
•

•
•

Daiya is in the application process to join over 3,500 companies certified as B Corps. Certified B Corporations are a new kind of
business that balances purpose and profit. They are legally required to consider the impact of their decisions on their workers,
customers, suppliers, community, and the environment. This is a community of leaders, driving a global movement of people
using business as a force for good.
Daiya’s new state of the art facility is set to qualify for LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) certification upon
completion in 2021.
We work closely with community food banks and NGOs to provide food donations and support to those experiencing food
insecurity. We support and sit on the Board of FoodMesh. FoodMesh provides apps, programs, and services that help businesses
and charities safely donate, claim donations, buy, and sell products. Daiya will continue to look to build long term relationships
directly relating to food insecurities particularly with minority-focused organizations.

At Daiya, we stand firmly with all those affected by inequality and discrimination and will not tolerate it within our team or the
external relationships we create. We recently matched Daiya team members’ donations up to $500 per person to causes that support
the equality movement. We will continue to engage in dialogue and bring in education for our team to guide our future actions in a
more informed way. This will include a review of our current policies and processes to assess areas where we can even improve our
diversity and inclusion in meaningful ways.
“Our goal at Daiya is to proceed thoughtfully and with clear actions against race inequality and discrimination, considering both the
short and longer term impact of our choices. While there is no guidebook, we are guided by our values, with the intention of creating
and supporting positive change both externally and internally.” – Michael Watt , CEO.
To learn more, visit our website at daiyafoods.com and on Facebook and Instagram (@daiyafoods).

Calendar of Events
November 5 at 1pm Central:
December 10: INFRA Board Meeting
Sustainability Toolkits—Propelling Your
December 10-18: Hanukkah
Sustainability Forward Webinar
November 11: Veteran’s Day
November 26: Thanksgiving - INFRA
Office Closed
November 27: INFRA Office Closed
December 8 at 1pm Central: 2021
Wellness Trends Category Review

December 15 at 1pm Central: 2021
Grocery Trends Category Review
December 17 at 3pm Central: 2021
Grocery Trends Category Review
December 25: Christmas Day - INFRA
Office Closed

December 10 at 3pm Central: 2021
Wellness Trends Category Review

INFRA Team Q4 Anniversaries
Kate Fletcher • 11 years
Senior Category Lead

Danelle Rydel • 4 years
Director of Member Relations

Erica Schulte King • 8 years
Director of Marketing and
Communications

Melissa French • 3 years
Category Lead

Pat Rector • 7 years
Region Manager
Nick Reardon • 5 years
Promotions Coordinator

Matt Olson • 2 years
Fresh Program Manager
Cat Vranyes • 1 year
Supply Agreement Lead

Board of Directors
John Pittari, Board Chair
New Morning Market

Terry Brett
Kimberton Whole Foods

Cheryl Hughes, Vice Chair
The Whole Wheatery

Kimberly Hallinan
Independent Director

Paku Misra, Treasurer
Sunflower Natural Foods Market

Laughing Water
Real Food Market + Deli

Aaron Gottschalk, Secretary
Wildberries Marketplace

Adam Stark
Debra’s Natural Gourmet

Summer Auerbach
Rainbow Blossom Natural Markets

Mylese Tucker
Nature’s Cupboard

Thomas Barstow
Guido’s Fresh Marketplace

Pat Sheridan
Interim President & CEO

Independent Natural
Food Retailers Association
2356 University Ave W, Ste 200
St. Paul, MN 55114
(651) 888-4700
naturalfoodretailers.net
@infretailers

